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Influence of the Pair Correlations on the Phase Transition in an Ising Lattice
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We propose a method to incorporate pair correlations of an Ising lattice system in molecular 6eld theory
to higher orders. The theory is applied to ferromagnetism, where a system of equations is obtained for the
response function (here the susceptibility). We obtain important corrections on the Weiss model and the
spherical model. This is illustrated by an explicit calculation of the critical temperature and the spurious
phase, appearing for T &T„near the critical point in the case of a simple cubic lattice.

I. INTRODUCTION
' lT is the purpose of this paper to present a method to
~ ~ incorporate pair correlations in calculations based
on the celebrated Ising model. The method is presented
in the framework of ferromagnetism. A special type of
"cumulant expansion, " adapted to the physical aspects
of the problem, is introduced. It contains the Weiss
model and the formulation of Brout and Thomas' of the
spherical model as lower approximations. We obtain an
expression for the molecular field as an expansion in the
spin correlations.

Using the self-consistent Geld method, we calculate
the response function or susceptibility in the presence
of an external Geld. We impose the Auctuation-dissipa-
tion theorem of statistical mechanics on the theory.
Also, following Onsager's prescription' for many-dipole
systems, we subtract the reaction field from the mean
molecular field in order to take into account the fact
that the orienting Geld on a dipole gets no contribution
from that part of polarization of the surrounding dipoles
which is due to their correlation with the given dipole.
The importance of Onsager's prescription in connection
with the Quctuation-dissipation theorem has already
been stressed in Ref. I. A straightforward calculation
yields a system of equations for the susceptibility.

To get an estimate of the corrections so obtained, we
solve these equations in the case of a simple cubic Ising
lattice system. We obtain 0.72 for the critical tempera-
ture (with the usual normalization kT,/e(0)). This is
close to the exact value 0.75 obtained from a moment
expansion. The Weiss model and the spherical model
yield for the same value 1 and 0.66, respectively.

In the same example we investigate the spurious phase
transition at finite external field, close to the critical
point. As is well known' the appearance of this phase is
an inherent difBculty of this kind of model. We expect
that in our formulation also corrections to this difhculty
will show up because an incorrect treatment of the corre-
lations is probably responsible for the catastrophe. This
is indeed the case, although in the very near vicinity of
the critical point the spurious phase transition persists.

In Sec. II, we will give a proof of the proposed cumu-
lant expansion. In Sec. III, the self-consistent field
method is applied to the expression for the molecular
field obtained in Sec. II, neglecting triple correlations.
In Sec. IV, an example will illustrate the corrections so
obtained.

II. CUMUI ANT EXPANSION

In the Ising model the following well-known form is
proposed for the Hamiltonian of a spin system in the
presence of an external field II' '

H= —Zt H "—Ze"t t (2.1)

The expectation value of p =—5, on site i is given by

(tt ) =Trtt e ~~/Tre (2 2)

=p tt; exp(py, ;H;~")/g exppti;H;m" (2.3)

=tanh(pH ") (2.4)

The molecular Geld H;m" is deGned by (2.1) and (2.3) as

Z exp(pt'r. 'e'its)I'(Pt" t ' tt'+t "t ~)],-(25)

Q' means summation with i excluded.
As I'(ttt ti; ttt, +t tiiv) appears both in the nu-

merator and denominator of (2.3), it is determined up
to a factor. We take advantage of this free constant to
impose the following convenient normalization:

+(ttl' ' 'tti —ltti+1' ' tsN)'
=A exp(P P' ts;H,' '+P P' e;gati;tts). (2.6)

*Aspirant N.F.W.O.' R. Brout and H. Thomas, Physics 8, 317 (196/).' L. Onsager, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 58, 1486 (1936).' R. Brout, Phase Transitions (W. A. Benjamin, Inc. , New
1965).

org In order to obtain an expan sion for th e m o1ecu1ar 6e1d
we write (2.5) in the following form by introducing an
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extra parameter n.'

P,g .me 1 P—Q. e.ix+ (1/p) lnf(n)

f(-)=2 2 2 " 2 "p(-Pp;2";;;)
Ijl P s-1 Ijti+l

parameter .'

(2 g) F( )=1 f( )=~(0)+~'( )
—(n'/2!)F" (n)+ . . (2.11)

From (2.9) and (2.7), one veriGes immediately that

&~(Pi' ' 'P' iP'+i—' ' 'Pji) (2 9)
J (0)—=lnf(0)=0. (2.12)

P(& 'Z' ' ) ()
Combining (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12) we obtain

(2 10) successively

~(n) = n~'(n) —(n'/ !)F"(n)+ " (2 )
%e make the following series expansion in this with

A "0 '0 2

F'(n) = F"(n) =
f(n) f(n) f(n) ——

nSiPpi(gj &iipj) exp(nPpi gj iiijpj)I (z) n SiP pi (gj vijpj)(Pk 'vikpk) exp(nPpi Zj vijpj)~(k)
lnf(n) =

8; exp(npP;pj i;jPj)P(i) 2. P(~P~'Ej' ' ) ()

(2.14)

+'PP'(Z' ' P ) e P( PP Zj' 'P P'(') +'PP*(Z ' '8 ) P( PP' 2 ' ' P )~( )
(2.15)

+' exp(nPP' Z~' 's iP)j~( )i + exP(nPP'Zk' ~'kPk)~(')

Substituting (2.15) into (2.8) and posing n= 1, we Combining (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) and using the fluctua-
obtain the following expansion of the molecular field: tion-dissipation theorem

P'&'-'=P'&""'+P'2' ~';& &.
—2P E' Z' ~'»',

I j
&P'P )—&P'&& ) =(1/@X' (3.4)

&(& & & & & & )+ (2 16) we obtain the following expression for the conditional
average appearing in (2.16):

depends on LLt,;. This incorporates the physical idea of
correlations between diferent spins and is symbolized

by the conditional average &Pk)„.. Neglecting the last
term in (2.16), we reproduce the spherical model and
the gneiss model, when the averages are, respectively,
conditional or not.

III. CALCULATION OF THE RESPONSE
FUNCTION UP TO PAIR

CORRELATIONS

Following the idea of Brout and Thomas' we write

&.,&=p." &.;&,,+p.'- &.,);—,

& ' j)=P'""( &'+—P" "& )'- (3 2)

The probability P,(p;) of finding the value p; at site i is
given by

P'(P') =-'(1~&P')) f P'= ~1. (3 3)

The averages in the (X—1)-dimensional spin space
appearing in (2.16), are automatically normalized as is
seen in (2.15).The expectation value of Pk is conditioned

by p;, for the weight function

«P(nPP' 2 i're)I'(Pi' ' 'P' iP'+i ' ' 'Pii)—

(3.5)

Only the part of H, "orthogonal to p; contributes to
the susceptibility as can be seen from (2.3). A beautiful
physical interpretation of this fact was given by Srout
and Thomas' by applying in this framework Onsager's
concept' to improve the Lorentz local field approxima-
tion in a system of dipoles. The argument develops as
follows: The effective orienting Geld H," (cavity field)
on a given dipole i must not include that part of polari-
zation of the surrounding dipoles that is parallel to the
given dipole i due to their correlation. This part of the
molecular field is called the reaction field

Q gOSC410R~) p . (3.6)

For the proper definition of the susceptibility x;, we

refer to (3.10).The expression

&PkPj&.; &»&.;& ).,—

in (2.16) is a conditional pair correlation, hence a triple
correlation (to be neglected), except when k = j.In this
case it equals

1-(&Pk&„)'
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so that
II' .cav Q .mo 1 8' .reaction (3 7)

and by (2.4)

(y;)= tanh(PP "«) (3.9)

Using (3.5) and the prescription (3.7) we rewrite (2.16)
up to pair correlations, in the following form:

+ csv jf.ext+P& v . .

Now we calculate the susceptibility by a self-consistent
field method starting from the definition of the response
function

x a= &(~ )/~&('"'. (3.10)

By substitution of (3.8) and (3.9) into (3.10) we obtain

by straightforward calculation

x a =p(1 —R') L5 g+Q v "x i+(1—R')-' p v; x;;x;gj

1+R' 1+3R' 2R'
1+ Q v;;x;;+ Q v;,'x;,'— p Q v;,'x;; . (3.11)

1—R' i (1—R')' ~' 1—R'

x(q) p x. &iq (R;-Rg)

(3.12)(~')=( )=R

Supposing a uniform external magnetic field, we in- Fourier language by, e.g.,
vok.ed translational invariance in order to de6ne

(3.16)

Introducing the function

ko =v~i'xe/(1 —R')

and noticing from (3.4) that

(3.13)

p(q) ~-1/2 p p vip r4.. . .

Using transformations of the type (3.16), (3.15) be-
comes in terms of Fourier transforms

x'*=I(1—R'), (3.14)

we rewrite (3.11) in the following convenient form:

p(1 —R')
x;,=,":(1—R') a,,+ (1—S;,)-

A

X(Q v;,x;~++ 4;,x;a), (3.15a)

with

1+R'
2=1+ -Q v,,x@

1—R2 ~

1+3R'
p y;;x,, 2pR p p;;. (3—.15b)

1—E'

Moreover, (3.15a) is a corrected, form of (3.11), in the
sense that it satisfies (3.14) exactly, whereas (3.11) is
expected to satisfy it only approximately. In order to
solve (3.15a) and (3.15b) we transform the equation in

1(
x(q) -P(1—R') 1+—

I v(q)x(q)+4(q)x(q)
aE

l1—Z v(q)x(q) —Z 0(q)x(q) I (3 17a)
E q S q

1 1+R'
A =1+—— g v(q)x(q)gi —E2 q

1+3R' 1+- —p p(q)x(q) —2pR'g (0), (3.17b)
1—E'Xq

1
0(q)=—ZZ (q —q) (q —q)x(q)(1 —R') ' (317)

S2 qx q2

Finally, from (3.17a)—(3.17c) the response function is
obtained implicitly in the system of equations

1—2PR+(0)+L2R'/(1+R') jX+L4R'/(1+3R') jp
x(q) ~p(1 —R')

1+~+~-2~RV(0)-~(1-R')( (q)+f(q))

1+R' 1—Z v(q)x(q),
1—E.'E q

(3.18a)
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1+3R' 1—2 f(q)~(q)
1—ERNIE

(3.18c)

From now on the following convenient normalizations
are adopted:

.,(q) =e(q)/. (0), P,=P.(0), y, (q) =y(q)/. (e),

Xs(q) =X(q)0(o)

The index 0 will be tacitely understood throughout the
calculation, presented in Sec. IV.

IV. APPLICATION TO A SIMPLE CUBIC
ISING LATTICE

In order to illustrate what we have gained by the
extension (3.18) of the Weiss model and the spherical
model, we solve Eqs. (3.18a)—(3.18c) in the case of a
simple cubic Ising lattice. The explicit expression for
e(g) then reads4

e(q) =e(e,e,w) = ~~ (cosm+ cose+ cosa) .

g --R &10 r
rr

/
I
I
l

5 -te

PH &100

(c)

PH x100y

FIG. 1. Corrections to the spurious
phase appearing in the spherical model
«r (a) P/P. =o95 fp=s(0)II&3, (h)
p/p, =0.9, (c) p/p, =0.875. The dashed
line represents the results of the
spherical model, the full line is the
results of this paper.

15 pH "1000

' M. Lax, Phys. Rev. 97, 629 (1955).
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Writing z(q) with undetermined parameters as

x(q) =b(1—R')/[a —~(q)j,
(4.1), (4.2), and (3.17c) yield

~b(q)=lb (q)( F( )—1),
with

a= Cm/Cl,
(4.3a) b= (Ci/Cg)(1 —R') '

P= bF(a),

(4.7a)

(4.7b)

(4.7c)

Combining (3.8) with'the results (4.5) obtained for
z(q), we write a system of four equations for the hystere-
sis R(IP*')

F(a) =
(2n-)'

F(1)=1.51638.

X[a——',(cosu+cose+cosw) j—', (4.3b)

That (4.2) is a consistent form for x(q) is easily checked
by substitution of (4.3a) into (3.18); we obtain

x(q) =c,/[c, —c,.(q)g

=(c,/c, )L(c,/c, )—.(q)3- . (4.4.)
Ke make the identifications

R= tanh(PE'*'+R{P —b[aF(a) —1)}
X{1+-,'b[aF(a) —Q}) (4 7d)

The C, are given by (4.5d) —(4.5f).The Eqs. (4.7a)—(4.7c)
determine u, b; that they are not independent follows
from the identity

Ci/C3 —{[(C2/Ca) ajp—+b}(1 R')— .(4.8)

From (4.7) we determine the critical temperature
kT,/e(0) by putting, at R= 0, the coeKcient of R in the
argument of tanh equal to one. We obtain

a—=C2/Ca, b= (Ci/C3)(—1—R') ' (4.4b)
kTc/w(0) =0.72. (4.9)

and (3.18) reduces in this specific example, using (4.3),
to

x(q) =b(1-R')/(a- ~(q)), (4.5a)

X= (1+R-')b[aF(a) —I), (4.5b)

p= (1+3R')-,'b'[aF(a) —1$' (4.5c)

Ci——1+b[aF(a)—I]
X{2R'—162PR'+ '32R'b[aF(a) —1j}, (4.5d)

Cg ——{P(1—R') } '{1+b[aF(a)—1$

X(1+R'+6 (1+3R')b[aF(a) —I)—i62PR') } (4.5e)

C~ ——1+b-,'[aF(a) —1j. (4.5f)

The exact nuinber is 0.75 and the well-known approxi-
mations such as the Weiss model and the spherical model
give, respectively, 1 and 0.66 for the same constant.

With the system of equations (4.7) we investigated
the corrections (if any) to the spurious phase appearing
for T)T, in the spherical model.

For small R, F(s) can be approximated4 by

F(z) = 1.51638 (4n) '[216(s 1)j'~' (4 10)

This simplifies the numerical calculations.
In the very near vicinity of the critical point the

catastrophe persists, but the spurious phase disappears
much more rapidly when we go oG the critical tempera-
ture, as illustrated by Figs. 1(a)—1(c).

We further impose the Ructuation-dissipation theorem
on the theory, transforming (3.14) to Fourier language
and using .(4.1) and (4.2); we obtain the sum rule
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